May 2022 Market Commentary: Soft Landing or Cliff Drop?

Data Source: Bloomberg

May 2022 Highlights:
•

After having sold off throughout the first half of May, global stocks recovered to end barely positive.
Ongoing COVID lockdowns across key Chinese port cities, notably Shanghai, heightened prospects of
central bank tightening, and poor 1Q2022 earnings releases drove much of the selling pressure, but
then equities recovered from oversold conditions and over prospects that the Fed may engage in less
tightening despite inflationary pressures. In May, the MSCI All-Country World Index (ACWI) returned
0.1%, recovering from a 6% sell-off earlier in the month.

•

Across major regions, MSCI Japan and MSCI Europe outperformed in May, returning 1.6% and 0.7%,
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respectively, followed by MSCI Emerging Markets (+0.4%), MSCI Asia ex-Japan (+0.2%) and S&P 500
(+0.2%). Japan recovered some of its yen depreciation following yield curve control policies
implemented in April to cap government bond yields, while European financials continue to recover
performance lost at the onset of the Russia/Ukraine conflict.
•

Within the U.S., U.S. smalls caps outperformed large caps, while value stocks (primarily driven by
energy and financials) marginally outperformed growth stocks, as the latter suffered from earnings
disappointments from consumer retail. The S&P 600 Index returned 1.9% versus the 0.2% for the S&P
500. S&P Pure Value marginally outperformed Pure Growth, returning 4.3% versus 3.5%, respectively,
although both pure styles notably outperformed the broader market.

•

The Energy Sector surged in May benefiting from higher oil prices; Utilities and Financials also
outperformed while Consumer Staples, Discretionary, and Real Estate underperformed.

•

In May, factor dispersion was narrower relative to prior months. Among risk factors, High Dividend and
Value Factors outperformed all other risk factors benefiting from the outperformance of Energy,
Utilities, and Financials.

•

Investment grade fixed income reversed some of the YTD losses with a positive return in May as
interest rates dropped from mid-month peak levels as did borrowing spreads (the spread in borrowing
costs relative to government debt) across corporate and asset-backed securities. At one point during
the month, the 10-Year U.S. Treasury Yield reached 3.13% before pulling back, having settled at
2.81% at the end of May. The Bloomberg/Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index returned 0.6% for the
month. Non-U.S. bonds performed worst due to U.S. dollar strength and a sharper rise in interest rates
as the Global Aggregate ex US Index returned 0.0%.

•

U.S. high yield marginally underperformed the broader fixed income market even though credit spreads
narrowed towards the end of the month. The Bloomberg / Barclays US High Yield Index returned
0.2%, while Bloomberg/Barclays Emerging Market Debt Local Currency returned 1.7% benefiting from
currency strength.

•

Within equity alternatives, S&P GSCI Commodities Index returned 5.1% as oil prices remain elevated
near $115/barrel even though May saw a sharp pullback in industrial metal prices. It is notable that
commodities performed well in May despite the ongoing COVID lockdowns across China, which led to
a slowdown in commercial activity and in global shipping delays. The S&P GSCI Precious Metals
dropped 3.8% as gold prices pulled back in the face of central bank tightening. The Dow Jones REITs
Index returned -4.7%, underperforming the broader U.S. equity market.

•

Market and political pundits are now in recession watch as geopolitical instability and tighter monetary
policies seem to be chipping away at the pandemic recovery. Can the U.S. economy experience a
recession but not Corporate America? Wall Street analysts are projecting 10.1% earnings growth
(10.2% revenue growth) for the S&P 500, with much of that growth back-end loaded 2nd half of 2022.
So far, company management and sell-side analysts remain cautiously optimistic that the U.S. won’t
enter an earnings recession.
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“…as we stand in front of you and others in March, we did not anticipate the rapid shifts we've seen over
the last 60 days. We did not anticipate that transportation and freight costs would soar the way they have
as fuel prices have risen to all-time highs. While we were certainly anticipating the impact of overlapping
stimulus and consumer and guest returning to more normal activities, we did not expect to see the
dramatic shift in many categories that we've talked about, the shift from categories like TVs to luggage,
from small appliances to toys, and guests celebrating, being out with friends, that certainly impacted our
business in the first quarter, and we expect that to continue in Q2. And we certainly didn't anticipate the
impact that would have on our supply chain costs. So, things changed rapidly after we stood on stage in
New York (Underline Ours).”
– Brian Cornell, Chairman and CEO of Target Corp., 1Q2022 Earnings Call Transcript 5/18/2022
U.S. equity investors were dealt a fresh blow in mid-May as 1Q2022 earnings releases from several
retailers, notably Wal-Mart and Target Corp., portended a sudden braking of the consumer-driven
economic recovery from the 2020 pandemic. Following downbeat earnings releases and muted outlooks
from bellwether companies across Consumer and Technology companies, the S&P 500 had dropped
nearly 6% before recovering all those gains to finish the month slightly positive, driven once again by
strong gains in the Energy sector as spot oil prices ended the month at $115/barrel.
High energy and food prices (worsened by the Russia/Ukraine conflict), COVID lockdowns across China,
and tightening financial conditions (a.k.a. higher interest rates) were already posing threats to the post© Copyright 2022 3D / L Capital Management, LLC. All Rights Reserved
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pandemic recovery; however, investors initially cheered over positive comments from large banks
(JPMorgan, Bank of America) that consumers were still largely “in very good shape.” And even though
recession odds have risen as well as moved forward to late 2023 (Figure 1), the market consensus still
anticipates a ‘slowdown’ as opposed to a ‘cliff-drop’ in economic activity. Although investors were
surprised by the hit to profit margins from key retailers, many of these retailers also reported growth in topline revenue and foot traffic – it’s just that consumer spending habits suddenly shifted from ‘discretionary’
goods and durables (appliances, toys, furniture, etc) to ‘essentials’ such as food and gas. The U.S.
consumer is down but not necessarily out.

Figure 1 – Anticipated Recession Moved Forward to Late 2023

How consumers ‘feel’ and how they ‘actually behave’ can diverge widely over the short run as consumer
conditions and expectations have plunged in the face of higher inflation (Figure 2). Whether the U.S
consumer is still able-and-willing-to spend is enough to propel risk assets beyond this year’s inflationary
headwinds remains to be seen. The S&P 500 flirted with bear market territory towards the middle of the
month before recovering on the back of more positive earnings releases from retailers catering to higher
income consumers, suggesting that lower income earners (as well as those reliant on governmentsupported pandemic benefits) are finding it more difficult to maintain their spending.

Figure 2 – Consumer Confidence and Future Expectations Plunge in the Face of Higher
Gas Prices and Economic Uncertainty
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And a relatively healthy U.S. consumer appetite, despite higher prices, may not be enough to overcome 2nd
half 2022 headwinds such as higher energy costs that may lead to fuel shortages and electricity blackouts.
Persistent food and energy shortages “on a scale not seen in decades” would likely result in geopolitical
instability that “could trigger some form of humanitarian crisis” per Henning Gloystein from the Eurasia
Group. The underinvestment in energy infrastructure (sourcing, storing, transporting) in the face of postpandemic driven demand, especially across Asian emerging markets, will only add to increasing global
energy insecurity. Many of these countries (China, India, southeast Asia) have fired up their coal furnaces
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to make up for this energy shortfall.
Fuel shortages represent a significant risk to developed markets growth outlook (as opposed to more
existential ‘survival’ conditions posed to many emerging countries). In the U.S., inventory of gasoline and
distillate fuel stocks are well below their 5-year range (Figure 3). U.S. summer travel could be disrupted
by fuel and airline staff (primarily pilot) shortages. Unless, the energy situation materially improves, it is
difficult to envision how this will not adversely affect the near-term economic outlook, although enduringly
strong travel demand (yet to be curtailed by tighter financial conditions) may mitigate much of the negative
economic contributions from higher energy prices. Historically, energy consumption has proven to be
highly inelastic as it is estimated that real demand destruction doesn’t occur until oil prices reach ~5% of
U.S. gross domestic product (GDP). At current GDP levels, this would equate to roughly $100/barrel, yet
with spot oil trading north of $115/barrel, we have yet to see meaningful demand destruction.

Figure 3 – Will the U.S. Face a Fuel Shortage in the Upcoming Travel Season?

Source: Bear Traps Report and the Energy Information Administration

COVID lockdowns across China’s key urban areas and port cities, notably Shanghai, continue to weigh on
global trade activity and supply chain logistics, although there are promising signs that the government is
starting rollback these curbs. The government also unveiled economic support measures such as tax relief
for businesses and vehicle purchases. However, economists have been downgrading this year’s economic
outlook for 2022 with Bloomberg economic consensus projecting 4.4% GDP growth (well short of the
Chinese government’s long-term target of 5.5% growth). Bloomberg’s China Economic Team is even more
downbeat as they’ve slashed their growth outlook due to the magnitude of the April lockdowns unable to be
offset by government stimulus measures and are now forecasting an outright contraction of 2.7% YOY in
the 2nd quarter and 2% overall growth for 2022 (1% if there are further major COVID outbreaks and
lockdowns).
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Yet the worst of the lockdowns may be behind us as investors bid up Chinese equities throughout the latter
half of May; this also helped put a risk bid in beaten-down growth technology stocks. That and healthy
company insider buying (Figure 4) helped contribute to ‘buy-the-dip’ recovery in U.S. equities following the
mid-month steep sell-off.

Figure 4 – Net Insider Buying Helps Drive a Late Month Recovery in U.S. Equities

How much of this month’s recovery in risk assets can be sustained may depend on what happens to
financial liquidity, which is heavily influenced by monetary policy. Considering how much of a tailwind
‘excess liquidity’ (or the difference between money supply growth and inflation-adjusted economic growth)
has proven to be for asset appreciation, it remains unclearly what the impact will be from such a large
withdrawal of liquidity, likely a fallout from tighter monetary policy (higher interest rates, quantitative
tightening) (Figure 5). Risk assets can still perform well even in the face of tighter liquidity conditions (as
had occurred in the years leading up to the 2008 Great Recession), but the broader economic backdrop
was more positive (particularly business investment) back then versus what we observe today, even with
today’s tight labor market and healthy (albeit weakening) consumer spending.
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Figure 5 – Further Asset Appreciation Butting Up Against a Downturn in Excess Liquidity
(Money Supply Growth Over Real Economic Growth)

Central Bank Policy – Is Bad News for the Economy Goods News for Risk Assets?
And this brings us all back to the Fed as the bond market tries to anticipate how the Fed will react in the
face of tighter financial conditions and slowing economic activity (Figure 6) that are themselves a
anticipation of Fed tightening that has yet to fully arrive (a bit of George Soros reflexivity happening here).
Perhaps sensing that financial conditions had tightened too much in anticipation of Federal Reserve rate
hikes (estimated to be 10 over the course of the next year as of the end of April), Fed Reserve officials
hinted that a ‘pause’ in the rate hike campaign may be in order to see how markets and the economy
would digest 0.50% rate increases likely to occur at the upcoming June and July meetings.

Figure 6 – Will Tighter Financial Conditions and Slowing Economy Activity Be Enough to
‘Pause’ Fed Rate Hikes, Even in the Face of Higher Inflation?
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The prevailing market/Fed narrative is that ‘core’ inflation is showing signs of a slowdown from peak levels
as the April Personal Consumer Expenditures Core Measure dropped to 4.9% from the 5.2% number
released the prior month. With rising inventories of economic ‘goods’ (excluding autos/inventories) and
pandemic-driven base effects, central bank officials are trying to gauge how much further tightening is
needed to decelerate inflationary pressures without destroying too much demand that would push the U.S.
economy into recession. The ominous ‘cliff-drop’ warning from key retailers may have led Fed officials to
consider the ‘pause’ in rate hikes as Fed Funds futures (Figure 7) are anticipating eight more rate hikes
through early 2023, down from 10 hikes anticipated at the end of April.

Figure 7 – The Fed is Expected to Raise Its Benchmark Rate Eight More Times Through
Early 2023

Source: Bloomberg WIRP

Except for Australia, the Fed (and now the European Central Bank) lead other major central banks in
anticipated tightening over the next year (Figure 8), which has helped contribute to U.S. dollar strength
versus major trading currencies (Figure 9), although the Euro strengthened towards the end of May as
ECB officials finally conceded the need for rate hikes (the first in over a decade) to address high headline
inflation. And it’s somewhat questionable whether Australia and Canada, both heavily levered to real
estate, can pursue rate hikes that would not lead to a major crash in real estate values that would pose a
systemic threat to their respective banking systems.
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Figure 8 – Except for Australia, the Fed Leads Other Major Central Banks in Anticipated
Rate Hikes

Figure 9 – U.S. Dollar Appreciates in the Face of China COVID Lockdowns and
Russia/Ukraine But Pulls Back Towards the End of May as Investors Anticipate a Softening
in Fed Rate Hikes

As the 10-Year U.S. Treasury Yield and 10-Year German Bund Yield rose to post-pandemic highs (Figure
10), tightening financial conditions were starting to weigh on corporate borrowing as new issuance had
ground to a halt in the face of widening credit spreads. High yield credit spreads (Figure 11) widened past
5% narrowing at month-end in sympathy with the rally in global equities, perhaps in anticipation of a Fed
‘pause’. One of the Fed’s aims is to curtail capital deployment to the most ‘marginal’ areas of the lending
world, whether to ‘zombie companies’ failing to earn above their cost of capital (or financing costs for that
matter) or speculative crypto currencies (UST/Luna collapse). Despite the rise in interest rates and tighter
financial conditions, inflation-adjusted rates remain deeply negative with headline inflation running 7-9%
across much of the world.
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Figure 10 – U.S. and German Government Bond Yields Rose to Post-Pandemic Highs While
the Japanese Central Bank Remains Committed to a Ceiling on Japan’s 10-Year

Figure 11 – Borrowing Costs for the Riskiest Corporate Borrowers Spiked Over Prospects
of Tighter Fed Policy and an Economic Slowdown But Then Declined In Sympathy with the
Rally in U.S. Equities

The Fed can at least point towards longer-term inflation expectations as remaining anchored around the 23% range even if short-term inflation figures pose a challenge for consumer sentiment. TIPS/Nominal
Treasury break-even rates remain in a tight range as does the 2- vs 10-Year Term Structure, both
anticipating an economic slowdown but not recession (Figure 12).
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Figure 12 – Longer-Term Inflation Expectations (TIPS Yields vs Nominal Treasury Yields)
Remain Well-Anchored While the 2- vs. 10-Year Term Structure Remains Flat But Positive

Another tailwind for risk assets and Fed policy is the decline in currency volatility (Figure 13) as U.S. dollar
strength eases. Investors were concerned that a bout of currency volatility would spill over into cross-asset
volatility (not too dissimilar from the Asian Currency Crisis of 1997). Even with the Fed expected to raise
rates at a more intense pace versus other major markets, currency traders now expect laggards such as
the ECB to play catch-up on rate hikes.

Figure 13 – Currency Volatility Settles Down After Having Spiked in Early May
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It could very well be that the economy (at least the industrial side) is already responding to monetary
tightening (Figure 14). Correlation is not causation as global supply chains remain snarled, but retailer
warnings over rising inventories of consumer discretionary items could translate into a pullback in
production. Hopefully, U.S. industrial production won’t fall over a cliff, even before inflation has yet to
recede to longer-term targets of 2-3%.

Figure 14 – Will U.S. Manufacturing Sentiment Fall Victim to Global Monetary Tightening?

Quantitative Tightening (QT) or Reduction of the Federal Reserve Balance Sheet (Figure 15) also looms
over the market, as not even Fed officials are certain how QT will manifest itself across global market
liquidity and functionality. The Fed is about to embark on a reduction of its $8.9 trillion balance sheet
starting in mid-June starting with the roll-off of maturing Treasuries.
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Figure 15 – Makeup of the $8.9 Trillion Federal Reserve Balance Sheet

The Fed aims to cap monthly balance sheet runoffs at $47.5 billion ($30 billion Treasuries, $17.5 billion
mortgage-backed securities) until September and then double the pace to $95 billion thereafter. By
comparison, the Fed was only able to reduce its balance by $50 billion a month back in 2018-2019 before it
had to backtrack in the face of a trade war with China followed by the COVID pandemic. The difference
with QT this time around is that the Fed is facing a much higher inflation regime, limiting its ability to curtail
QT should financial activity and liquidity seize up because of QT. Hopefully, QT will end up as uneventful
as ‘watching paint dry’ as Fed officials maintained back in 2017. However, it could take a while to gauge
the effects as QT will lead to a decline in private bank reserves, which remain at an abundantly high level,
but could eventually result in making bank credit become less available just at the point most needed by
businesses facing a slowdown.

U.S. Corporate Earnings Still the One Bright Spot?
And all this leads us back to U.S. corporate earnings, where investors are becoming more concerned
about narrowing profit margins even as Wall Street analysts raise their year-end earnings estimates
(Factset Earnings Insight 5/27/2022). Despite many companies citing the challenging geopolitical
landscape (i.e. Ukraine and supply chain issues related to COVID lockdowns) during 1Q2022 earnings
calls, S&P companies grew Q1 2021 earnings by 9.2%, led by Energy and Materials, but dragged down by
Financials (the growth would have been 17.1% excluding Financials).
Market and political pundits are now in recession watch as geopolitical instability and tighter monetary
policies seem to be chipping away at the pandemic recovery. Can the economy experience a recession
but not Corporate America? Analysts are projecting 10.1% earnings growth (10.2% revenue growth), with
much of that growth back-end loaded 2nd half of 2022. So far, company management and sell-side
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analysts remain cautiously optimistic that the U.S. won’t enter an earnings recession.

May 2022 Market Review
After having sold off throughout the first half of May, global stocks recovered to end barely positive.
Ongoing COVID lockdowns across key Chinese port cities, notably Shanghai, heightened prospects of
central bank tightening, and poor 1Q2022 earnings releases drove much of the selling pressure, but then
equities recovered from oversold conditions and over prospects that the Fed may engage in less tightening
despite inflationary pressures. In May, the MSCI All-Country World Index (ACWI) returned 0.1%,
recovering from a 6% sell-off earlier in the month.
Across major regions (Figure 16), MSCI Japan and MSCI Europe outperformed in May, returning 1.6%
and 0.7%, respectively, followed by MSCI Emerging Markets (+0.4%), MSCI Asia ex-Japan (+0.2%) and
S&P 500 (+0.2%). Japan recovered some of its yen depreciation following yield curve control policies
implemented in April to cap government bond yields, while European financials continue to recover
performance lost at the onset of the Russia/Ukraine conflict.

Figure 16 – Japan and Europe Outperformed Major Regions in May

Within the U.S., U.S. smalls caps outperformed large caps, while value stocks (primarily driven by energy
and financials) marginally outperformed growth stocks, as the latter suffered from earnings
disappointments from consumer retail. The S&P 600 Index returned 1.9% versus the 0.2% for the S&P
500. S&P Pure Value marginally outperformed Pure Growth, returning 4.3% versus 3.5%, respectively,
although both pure styles notably outperformed the broader market (Figure 17).
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Figure 17 – Small Caps Outperform Large Caps and Value Marginally Outperforms Growth

The Energy Sector surged in May benefiting from higher oil prices; Utilities and Financials also
outperformed while Consumer Staples, Discretionary, and Real Estate underperformed (Figure 18).

Figure 18 – Energy Stocks Surged on the Back of Higher Oil/Gas Prices While Utilities and
Financials Also Outperformed

In May, factor dispersion was narrower relative to prior months. Among risk factors (Figure 19), High
Dividend and Value Factors outperformed all other risk factors benefiting from the outperformance of
Energy, Utilities, and Financials.
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Figure 19 – High Dividend and Value, Outperformed Although Factor Dispersion Was
Narrow in May

Investment grade fixed income reversed some of the YTD losses with a positive return in May as interest
rates dropped from mid-month peak levels as did borrowing spreads (the spread in borrowing costs relative
to government debt) across corporate and asset-backed securities. At one point during the month, the 10Year U.S. Treasury Yield reached 3.13% before pulling back, having settled at 2.81% at the end of May.
The Bloomberg/Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index returned 0.6% for the month (Figure 20). Non-U.S.
bonds performed worst due to U.S. dollar strength and a sharper rise in interest rates as the Global
Aggregate ex US Index returned 0.0%.
U.S. high yield marginally underperformed the broader fixed income market even though credit spreads
narrowed towards the end of the month. The Bloomberg / Barclays US High Yield Index returned 0.2%,
while Bloomberg/Barclays Emerging Market Debt LC returned 1.7% benefiting from currency strength.

Figure 20 – Fixed Income Recovered as Rates Dropped Towards Late May
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Within equity alternatives (Figure 21), S&P GSCI Commodities Index returned 5.1% as oil prices remain
elevated near $115/barrel even though May saw a sharp pullback in industrial metal prices. It is notable
that commodities performed well in May despite the ongoing COVID lockdowns across China, which led to
a slowdown in commercial activity and in global shipping delays. The S&P GSCI Precious Metals dropped
3.8% as gold prices pulled back in the face of central bank tightening. The Dow Jones REITs Index
returned -4.7%, underperforming the broader U.S. equity market.

Figure 22 – Commodities Outperformed Risk Assets While Real Estate and Precious Metals
Underperformed

Disclosure:
The above is the opinion of the author and should not be relied upon as investment advice or a forecast of
the future. It is not a recommendation, offer or solicitation to buy or sell any securities or implement any
investment strategy. It is for informational purposes only. The above statistics, data, anecdotes, and
opinions of others are assumed to be true and accurate however 3D/L Capital Management does not
warrant the accuracy of any of these. There is also no assurance that any of the above are all inclusive or
complete. This article does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to purchase interests in
any investment vehicles or securities. This article is not a prospectus, an advertisement, or an offering of
any interests in either the Strategy or other portfolios. This article and the information contained herein is
intended for informational purposes only. It does not constitute investment advice or a recommendation
with respect to investment. Investing in any strategy should only occur after consulting with a financial
advisor.
3D/L does not approve or otherwise endorse the information contained in links to third-party sources. 3D/L
is not affiliated with the providers of third-party information and is not responsible for the accuracy of the
information contained therein.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. None of the services offered by 3D/L Capital
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Management are insured by the FDIC and the reader is reminded that all investments contain risk. The
opinions offered above are as of June 2, 2022 and are subject to change as influencing factors change.
More detail regarding 3D/L Capital Management, its products, services, personnel, fees and investment
methodologies are available in the firm’s Form ADV Part 2 which is available upon request by calling (860)
291-1998, option 2 or emailing sales@3dlfinancial.com or visiting 3D’s website at www.3dlfinancial.com.
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